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Image-Aligned Dynamic Liver Reconstruction
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Abstract—During hepatic minimal invasive surgery (MIS),
3-D reconstruction of a liver surface by interpreting the ge-
ometry of its soft tissues is achieving attractions. One of
the major issues to be addressed in MIS is liver deforma-
tion. Moreover, it severely inhibits free sight and dexterity of
tissue manipulation, which causes its intra-operative mor-
phology and soft tissue motion altered as compared to its
pre-operative shape. While many applications focus on 3-D
reconstruction of rigid or semi-rigid scenes, the techniques
applied in hepatic MIS must be able to cope with a dynamic
and deformable environment. We propose an efficient tech-
nique for liver surface reconstruction based on the struc-
ture from motion to handle liver deformation. The recon-
structed liver will assist surgeons to visualize liver surface
more efficiently with better depth perception. We use the
intra-operative field of views to generate 3-D template mesh
from a dense keypoint cloud. We estimate liver deformation
by finding best correspondence between 3-D templates and
reconstruct a liver image to calculate translation and rota-
tional motions. Our technique then finely tunes deformed
surface by adding smoothness using shading cues. Up till
now, this technique is not used for solving the human liver
deformation problem. Our approach is tested and validated
with synthetic as well as real in vivo data, which reveal that
the reconstruction accuracy can be enhanced using our ap-
proach even in challenging laparoscopic environments.

Index Terms—3D reconstruction, liver deformation,
minimal invasive surgery, keypoint mesh, field of view.
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I. INTRODUCTION

T ECHNOLOGY developments recently enable vast use of
computer-assisted surgeries (CAS) in clinical procedures.

While open surgery comprises of methods to directly access
the affected organs, minimal invasive surgery (MIS) is carried
out via a small incision to minimize surgical trauma and post-
operative discomfort. It has led to faster recovery and cost-
effective solution due to reduced hospitalization period [1]. The
term hepatic laparoscopy refers to MIS performed in the liver
using an endoscopic camera (laparoscope), which generates the
field of views (FOVs) of a liver see (Fig. 1). Compared to open
surgery [2], hepatic MIS offers a limited view of liver because
the FOV of a laparoscope is typically very narrow. This con-
straint imposes a limitation on surgeon’s navigation capabilities.
As it is difficult to intelligently control the computer-assisted
operations for observing beyond exposed intra-operative liver
motion and morphology [1], [3]–[5]. During MIS, the abdomi-
nal cavity is filled with carbon dioxide gas (pneumoperitoneum)
to create a working volume. Because of pneumoperitoneum and
surgical manipulation such as the touch and pressure of laparo-
scopic camera, the liver shifts and deforms [6]. The surgical nav-
igation grounded on pre-operative images enforces a surgeon to
operate on verbal estimation and experience. The limitation of
MIS to deliver similar visualization of pre-operative and intra-
operative environments not only tempts greater mental work-
load on surgeons but also leads to impropriate post-operative
results [7].

Over more than two decades of practice, neurosurgery was the
first field in which CAS become a standard procedure. Nowa-
days, nearly all computed assisted surgeries for brain integrate
such a feature. The integration of MIS in various surgical fields
has also reported such as dental surgery [8], orthopedics and ear
nose throat (ENT). However, for all the mentioned fields, the
structure of an organ is either rigid or semi-rigid. On the contrary,
in the soft body parts surgery, organs undergone to deformation
due to breathing and anatomical changes. It involves the physio-
logical organ motion or of tissue change due to growth or disease
patterns; as a result, CAS has little used and only a few laparo-
scopic interventions have been experimented on humans. The
earliest attempt on the abdomen shows the ultrasound images
through the head-mounted display [9]. In laparoscopy, surface-
based methods [10] are widely used instead of other available
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Fig. 1. Overlapping intra-operative FOVs taken at t0 to tn with respect
to variable laparoscope camera positions (FOV0 : superior view, FOV1 :
inferior view, FOV2 : anterior view, FOV3 : posterior view, FOV4 : right view,
FOV5 : left view).

methods such as interactive approaches [11], [12], point-based
registrations [13], and volume-based methods [14]. The inter-
active methods offer negative results for surgical workflow due
to their dependence on manual methods, while point-based reg-
istration is now obsolete and seems to receive a lesser attention
from researchers. Whereas, the volume-based techniques re-
quire additional hardware which is impractical [15]. The brief
introduction of shape to shape and shape to volume is presented
by [16]. A study on kidney surface reconstruction accuracy was
published by [17]. Similarly, many researchers have reported the
parallel work on rigid organs [18]. An attempt to carry out non-
rigid registration on realistic phantom of the liver is presented
by [19].

In the surface-based reconstruction paradigm, manual proce-
dures are reported by [20]. Moreover, semi-automatic methods
are presented in the literature by [21]. Such approaches are time
consuming and still do not fill the challenges of laparoscopy. In
case of CAS, one of the limitations is that the organs are very
less exposed, therefore both the inner and critical parts of the
organs remain invisible during surgery and make reconstruction
process less reliable. Many approaches are presented to handle
this issue such as [22] presented a spring mass system based on
B-spline and thin plate splines. Recent work of [23] achieve up to
1mm of root mean square (RMS) error on silica and liver phan-
tom. Other solutions regarding the issue are contour detection,
use of biomechanical model for the entire organ, sparse recon-
struction based on learned structured dictionary [24], [25]. The
elementary limitation of the state-of-the-art for surface-based
approaches is incompleteness of the reconstructed surface [26].
As laparoscopy can provide only the local view of the organ, the
existing techniques are less reliable, experimented on phantoms
thus impractical [27]. So, for medical experts, the hectic proce-
dure of estimation remains challenging. Moreover, validation of
CAS techniques is also one of the main concerns. Indeed, sig-
nificant efforts have been made to solve this issue, yet phantoms
and models [28], [29] are not compared to real organs.

To address the above-mentioned shortcomings, several re-
search techniques have been developed for laparoscopy. Shape
from motion (SFM) has shown efficacy in recovering 3D sur-
faces of the abdomin [30] and heart [31]. Several frameworks
use SFM technique for achieving 3D reconstruction [32] based
on Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) [33], [34].
However, SLAM methods are well suited for rigid surfaces.
The state-of-the-art methods implementing SLAM technique
are based on an assumption that the physical world is static.
However, in anatomical environment such as soft body part de-
formation, dense surface reconstruction introduces an increased
complexity of non-rigid modeling. SLAM algorithm [35] re-
quires a long period of time to establish a set of 3D landmarks
using a repeated matching strategy for an image. Therefore, ro-
bustness and reconstruction accuracy are directly proportional
to accurate matching. Hence non-rigid tissue surfaces without
texture or detectable features will require additional approaches
such as SFS algorithms for complete information [1]. De-
formable shape from motion (DSFM) also, has been attempted
previously in rendering 3D surfaces during laparoscopy [36].
The limitation of DSFM is its incapability to densely cover the
liver surface with feature correspondences because human liver
tends to be shown repeated structures during MIS due to its
texture-less surface [35]. Thus, automatic feature detection and
matching techniques of DSFM has proven to be less precise
for recovering 3D surface details. Shape from shading (SFS)
is well-known technique practiced in laparoscopy, because the
laparoscopic camera has a constant relative pose under a light
source.

However, SFS is mainly based on an assumption that la-
paroscopic camera projection models are known. So, it is hard
to attain significant 3D reconstructions due to the complex and
varied reflection on the liver tissues. Recently, deformable shape
from motion and shading (DSFMS), a combination of SFS and
DFSM has been proven to be useful to recover rigid and de-
formed surfaces [37], [38]. However, correspondence estab-
lishment is still an open issue in such methods. Furthermore,
during laparoscopy, liver tissue may have homogeneous texture
(texture-less). Due to which, laparoscopic images tend to show
repeated structures, and thus beat current matching methods and
make DSFMs automatic salient feature detection and matching
difficult. According to our scope of knowledge, no such tech-
nique is available which is based on a fully automatic method
to handle 3D surface reconstruction issues [26]. In this paper,
we have implemented the deformable structure from motion.
This technique has been reported in the literature from past
ten years and has numerous application usages; one of them is
laparoscopy [30].

To overcome aforementioned limitations, this article intro-
duces an effective technique for liver surface reconstruction.
The proposed technique uses intra-operative deformed FOVs as
an input, during laparoscopy, and reconstructs a 3D liver image
from these FOVs. The resultant deformed reconstructed liver
image is comparable to its pre-operative model. To enhance the
visual capabilities of medical experts, the reconstructed images
can be shown to surgeons during laparoscopy on a computer
screen to achieve better depth perception. To the best of our
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Fig. 2. Modeling a 3D template. From left to right: With intra-operative FOVs having functions of sparse cloud αa 1, dense cloud αa 2, and keypoint
mesh αa 3 to reconstruct 3D template using mapping function, matching points and detected corners. Correspondence function CF with α(u, v)
albedo of the liver surface maps deformation between the template and the pre-operative image using transformation F to reconstruct the deformed
liver surface.

knowledge, the proposed method is a comprehensive, mathe-
matical and statistical study to be enacted in the laparoscopic
procedure for human liver. It enables a real-time display of the
liver deformation. Unlike numerous methods implemented to
simulate soft tissue deformations so far, the designed technique
considers the organ specificity. Our work makes the following
four main contributions:

� Modeling a 3D template of keypoints from multiple over-
lapping intra-operative FOVs to solve laparoscopic cam-
era pose and image geometry (see Fig. 2).

� Liver surface reconstruction by employing motion cues of
SFM via 3D template and pre-operative data (see Fig. 3).

� Estimate liver deformation by finding best correspondence
between 3D template and reconstructed liver image to
calculate translation and rotational motions along with
shading cues.

� Incorporate estimated deformation in resultant recon-
structed liver image for its better visualization and com-
parison to pre-operative data.

II. METHODS

SFM is a passive monocular technique and does not require
hardware amendment to standard laparoscopes [6]. It uses the
superficial image motion as a cue to recover depth. In SFM, the
camera movement is unknown, and the detected surface could
possibly deform between the input images [39]. In our approach,
the deformation in 3D liver reconstruction is determined from
a series of overlapping FOVs taken from different angles with
a moving laparoscope as shown in Fig. 4. In this research, we
have used template-based SFM, instead of classical rigid SFM
to solve liver surface deformations [6], [40], [41]. Our approach
first model a 3D template of keypoints, reconstruct the liver
surface using a 3D template, estimate and incorporate the de-
formation in a reconstructed image so that it is comparable to

pre-operative image. Further explanation for each step of the
methodology is given below and also depicted in Fig. 5.

A. Dataset Details

To demonstrate the practicability of learning compact visu-
alization from large-scale 3D volumetric data, the proposed
method has been evaluated on two unpublished datasets. First,
pre-operative dataset consists of 75 CTA volumes and their
correspondingly labeled ground truth collected from the co-
operative hospital located in Shanghai, China. The ratio is
2:1 (50 to test: 25 to validate). We divided volume in to
128 × 128 × 128 size small sub-volumes, resulting in millions
of sub-volumes (images) for our testing purpose and same di-
vision for the validation purpose. The manual labeling of the
dataset for validation purposes is done by an expert medical
physician, for 25 CTA it cost around fifteen days to com-
plete manual labeling, five to six hours for each CTA. The
number of a voxel in our pre-operative dataset were around
300 × 350 × 300, and the spacing between voxel is between
(0.75 mm, 0.75 mm, 0.75 mm) to (1 mm, 1.5 mm, 1.5 mm).
In preprocessing step, the volumes have been re-sampled to
the spacing of (1.5 mm, 1.5 mm, 1.5 mm), and then be split
into slices of size 128 × 128 × 128. Second is intra-operative
dataset comprises of 5162 intra-operative images taken dur-
ing laparoscopy. We have classified our intra-operative dataset
into five classes named as anterior_view, posterior_view, supe-
rior_view, inferior_view and side_view. All images from above-
mentioned classes are used for testing. For validation, we have
randomly selected 25 images from each class.

B. Modeling a 3D Template From Intra-Operative FOVs

We have determined the laparoscopic camera position and
3D template geometry through automatic identification of
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Fig. 3. Qualitative results of our proposed approach on liver surface reconstruction with deformation. From top to bottom: intra-operative FOVs
with sparse points, dense points detected in first and second layer. Third layer is showing boundary formation using detected keypoints mesh. Last
layer is showing comparison between pre-operative CTA volumes and reconstructed liver to incorporate deformation in the results.

Fig. 4. Small errors on image plane m0 to mn leads to large errors in
resultant 3D space b0 to b3 .

identical features in multiple FOVs as shown in Fig. 2. These
features are traced from multiple FOVs, permitting preliminary
approximations of the laparoscopic camera positions and 3D
template coordinates. We have used a prevalent solution, Scale
Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) for feature extraction [42]

(see Fig. 6). We have implemented in SFMToolkit3 using the
SiftGPU algorithm [43]. The SIFT; first detects the keypoints
over all scales and locations in each FOV, then represents the
local FOV’s local gradient into an illumination free form. Af-
terward, it generates distinctive feature descriptors for matching
keypoints with the respective datasets of FOVs [43]. In our setup,
for any FOV, a corner is a keypoint for which there are two dom-
inant and different edge directions in a local neighborhood. For
the proposed approach, the detected number of keypoints de-
pend on the quality and resolution of a FOV. Hence, the spatial
resolution of the FOV is directly proportional to the density of
resultant mesh of keypoints. Table I summarizes the output of
our keypoints feature extraction for experimental setup of SIFT
extractor. Following keypoint detection, next step is the mesh
generation of keypoints for modeling 3D template described in
Fig. 2.

For 3D template generation from a mesh of keypoints, we
have jointly used the ideas of bundle adjustment and triangula-
tion. The bundler refines visual reconstruction and generates a
sparse keypoint cloud for optimal 3D structure whereas triangu-
lation estimate laparoscopic camera pose [44] shown in Fig. 5.
The bundle adjustment minimizes the total reprojection error
with respect to all 3D points and laparoscope parameters. Let
us consider some 3D points are shown in f FOVs, and let aij

be the project of ith point on FOV j. Let bij denotes the binary
variable which is 1 if point i is visible in FOV j and 0 otherwise.
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Fig. 5. The work flow of our approach. From top to bottom: Keypoint
extractions with SIFT, 3D mesh points and bundle adjustment are shown.
Finally, estimation of liver deformation by finding best correspondence
between 3D template and reconstructed liver image to calculate trans-
lation and rotational motions along with shading cues (TFM, RFM, and
DFM).

Fig. 6. (a) 3D liver model extracted from pre-operative CT scans using
Slicer. (b) Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) decomposes a liver
image into a database of “keypoint descriptors”. Lines represent individ-
ual keypoints, proportionally scaled according to the radius of the image
region (pixels) containing the keypoint and blocks represent the detected
corner. (c) 3D liver model representation of triangulated approximation
for estimating laparoscopic camera pose to detect the geometry of 3D
template.

Here, we assume each laparoscope position is parametrized by
a vector cj , and 3D point i by a vector di than reprojection error
can be define formally as:

min
ci dj

e∑

i=1

f∑

j=1

bij d(p(ci , dj )aij )2 (1)

Here, the projection of point i on FOV j is represented by
p(ci, dj ). We have used nearest neighbor search (NNS) algo-
rithm for sparse cloud generation. For our setup, NNS match
keypoints in multiple FOVs taken from different angle and
nominated keypoints are explicitly labeled as tracks [45] as
shown in Fig. 2. At least three FOVs should contain a mini-
mum of two keypoints for the sparse point cloud. This criterion

automatically removes the blur areas in FOVs. Along with
bundler output, we have used the triangulation technique for
estimating the laparoscopic camera calibration.

To formally define the triangulation for our approach let us
assume α is used to calculate a 3D space point Y from a point
correspondence V to V ′ and two camera matrices R and R′, for
which we can compute a 3D point Y as:

Y = α(V, V ′, R,R′) (2)

For Eq. (2), a transformation T is said to be invariant if:

α(V, V ′, R,R′) = T−1α(V, V ′, RT−1 , R′T−1) (3)

Assuming a gaussian noise, the real values of corresponding
FOV points should be V ∗ to V ∗o are similar to measured points
V to V ′ and fulfill the requirement of V ∗oT Fv∗. Here, to calcu-
late the function that minimize the values of points V ∗ and V ∗o

we can say that:

d(V, V ∗)2 + d(V o, V ∗o) (4)

Where, d(V, V ∗) is used to represent Euclidean distance and
with epipolar constraint it can be written as:

V ∗oT Fv∗ = 0 (5)

From above metrics, the points V ∗, V ∗o are the most probable
values for accurate point correspondences between two FOVs.
From above formulation, we have deduced Y as positions of
required 3D points in space as an estimation of our laparoscopic
camera positions as shown in Fig. 2. Similarly, for all other
FOVs, a new set of 3D points are triangulated with a different
camera resection to estimate the camera calibration.

Next, the estimated camera positions are used as input to
generate a dense keypoint cloud using Clustering View for
Multi-view Stereo (CMVS) and Patch-based Multi-View Stereo
(PMVS2) algorithms [46] see in Fig. 5. The CMVS breakdown
the overlapped FOVs into clusters of controllable size, while
PMVS2 increase the point density of individual clusters and
generate a dense cloud. The resultant keypoints are connected
to form a mesh in the form of 3D liver template with Mh faces
h and Ku vertices u given by the set of triangulated 3D points
as shown in Table I.

C. Liver Surface Reconstruction Using 3D Template and
Pre-Operative Data

We have used correlation method, for solving the correspon-
dence problem. The employed correlation finds correspondence
points by comparing thresholded signed gradient magnitudes at
each pixel of 3D liver template and 3D liver model extracted
from pre-operative data. This method depends on two geomet-
ric constraints to compute the gradient magnitude. The first one
is an epipolar constraint, which converts the 3D search spaces
to one-dimensional. The second constraint is based on an as-
sumption that for each FOV, the gradient magnitude remains
constant in small image patches. We have matched the small
image regions on two FOVs along the epipolar line based on
the two aforementioned constraints. For our setup, the 3D tem-
plate and pre-operative image are rectified, so the search line
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TABLE I
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND SFM OUTPUT FOR SIFT, BUNDLE ADJUSTMENT WITH RESPECT TO MULTI-VIEW OF INTRA-OPERATIVE FOVS. LAP STANDS FOR

LAPAROCOPIC IMAGE MODALITY FOR ANY FOV

in a 3D template is aligned vertically. As a result, search line
is on the same location in 3D template as corresponding points
are located in the pre-operative image. Thus, the horizontal dis-
tance between the corresponding points in our setup is termed
as gradient magnitude.

In case of liver, we have various types of deformation in-
volved, such as, due to CO2 gas insertion, surgical instrument
manipulation, and respiratory motion. To incorporate all the de-
formations, we have applied extensible 3D motion along with
correlation-based mapping. After finding correspondence, we
have computed the rigid transformation of the initial 3D tem-
plate to the pre-operative image. It is estimated as the average
rigid transform which maps the pre-operative image correspon-
dences to the 3D template mesh. We have incorporated trans-
formation for our methodology using translation and rotational
motion of the 3D points [47] shown in Fig. 5. The translation
motion W in a deformed image is represented by 3 × 3 ma-
trix defined in Eq. (6). If x is a 3D point which represented by
x = (x1 , x2 , 1), we can write W as:

W =

⎛

⎝
1 0 −x1
0 1 −x2
0 0 1

⎞

⎠ (6)

Angle θ is rotation around an origin to position the epipolar i on
x-axis. At origin the rotational motion is represented by matrix
O of dimensions 3 × 3 defined as [47]:

O =

⎛

⎝
cos θ − sin θ 0
sin θ cos θ 0

0 0 1

⎞

⎠ (7)

For some f , a L translated epipole i = (i1 , i2 , i3)T is rotated
on the x-axis, if

OLi ≈ (1, 0f)T (8)

Computing the left-hand side of Eq. (8), we can obtain:

sin θ(i1 − i3x1) + cos θ(i2 − i3x2) = 0 (9)

Above equation allows us to determine the rotation angle θ for
3D points on any FOV to determine the deformation. In the first
FOV the complete transformation is computed by an expres-
sion T = OL. And so on, for all other FOVs, transformation
T ∗ is calculated analogously. The elementary matrix for the

transformed FOV is formulated below:

F = T ∗F 0T−1 (10)

Here, F 0 denotes the elementary matrix prior to carry out the
transformations T and T ∗.

D. Estimation and Incorporation of Liver Deformation

After computing linear transformation, we have used the fol-
lowing findings to estimate an affine deformation in our 3D
template as:

y(Y, t) = M(t).Y + O(t) (11)

where y is the position of a point in the 3D template, Y is the
position in a reference pre-operative image, t is a time variable,
T is the linear transformer computed in above subsection, and
W is the translation.

To achieve smoothness in our resultant image, we have ap-
plied shading cues [48] on the deformed shape aforementioned
formulations. Let us assume our liver surface is a Lambertian
diffuse surface. To compute albedo β(u, v) of such surface, in-
tensity of FOV defined by reflectance model is written as R(u, v)
along the surface normal M(u, v) with the distant light source.

R : I(S(u, v)) = β(u, v)L cot M(u, v)) (12)

Given FOV f , f = 1, ...,M , the albedo of deformed surface
can be computed. So, the resultant rendered deformed 3D re-
constructed liver surface is shown in Fig. 3.

E. Synthetic Deformation Model

We have evaluated the estimated liver deformation using a
synthetic deformation model (SDM). It enables us to simulate
surgeon’s laparoscopic movement as in real MIS. Our SDM esti-
mates She , Roe , Rpe and Ede as shape, rotational, reprojection
and edge errors for measuring deformation accuracy respec-
tively. The shape and edge values in the 3D template vary with
respect to different rotational and curvature values. The SDM is
formally defined by a set of triplet vector as:

(She,Roe,Rpe, Ede)e∈E ,E = 1, .........., f (13)
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Given a set of vertex (She,Roe,Rpe, Ede) the latest location
of a vertex on 3D template mesh can be calculated as:

(
−→

uiu
∗
i ) = w(She(

−→
Roe,Ede)ui)ui

−→
Rpe,Ede + ∈ Mi (14)

where ui point has Mi as a unit normal at its surface, ∈ is the
amount of movement for vertex over a tangent plane, w is the
function which model the deformation over the ui . In our setup,
the geometrical locations of a 3D liver surface labeled manually
act as ground truth (GT), and the reconstructed 3D liver surface
is the calculated results with deformation.

The edge length error is calculated as difference of RMS
summed norm of edge lengths between reconstructed 3D tem-
plate and GT surface. The reprojection error is calculated as the
norm of difference between the projected points in the 3D tem-
plate and their correspondence in the resultant reconstructed
image. A shape error She is defined as the root means RMS
error on the corresponding point coordinates x, y, z, averaged
over all the featured points and divided by the side length of the
template mesh. The rotational error Re is calculated as the angu-
lar distance between true and computed rotation as the smallest
angle to make two rotations coincides. So the Roe is defined as
the RMS angle distance averaged over all the FOVs and divided
by the total rotational angle w.r.t. vertex (She,Roe,Rpe, Ede).

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The implementation of this research was conducted on
P3xlarge server instance provided by AWS (Amazon Web Ser-
vice). It is set to a Tesla V100 GPU, 16 GB GPU memory,
10 virtual CPU. The operating system was 64-bit version of
the 16.04LTS. The intra-operative FOVs with different angles
were recorded using KARL STORZ laparoscope with a power-
ful 300 W Xenon light source. For 3D visualization of results,
we have used 3D Slicer version 4.7.0 [49] which reconstruct
deformed liver in 3D form with multiple viewpoints (sagittal,
horizontal, and frontal plane) using iso-surface extraction. In
3D Slicer version 4.7.0, the frontal plane is perpendicular to the
ground and separates the front (anterior) from the back (poste-
rior). The horizontal plane is parallel to the ground and sepa-
rates the head (superior) from the feet (inferior). The outcome
of our model can be considered two-class prediction problem
(binary classification), in which the outcomes are labeled either
as positive (p) and negative (n). In this regard, there are four
possible outcomes of our model. If the outcome from our model
is p and the manually labeled ground truth is also p, then it
is called a true positive (TP ) means correctly reconstructed;
however, if the manually ground truth is n then it is said to be
a false positive (FP ) means incorrectly reconstructed. On the
contrary, a true negative (TN) is a case when both our pro-
posed model and manually labeled ground truth give n as an
outcome indicating correctly rejected, and false negative (FN)
is the case of uncorrected rejection, which happens when our
model gives n value while the output of manually labeled ground
truth is p. The explanation of the above four possible outcomes
(TP, TN,FP, and FN) according to our model is shown
in Fig. 7.

Fig. 7. Liver surface reconstruction result using our proposed method
with incorporated estimated deformation. The blue squares inside the
liver model are showing true positive (TP) for our model means correctly
reconstructed; however blue squares outside the boundary of liver model
are labeled as false positive (FP) means incorrectly reconstructed. On
the contrary, a true negative (TN) is a case indicating red squares outside
the liver boundary showing correct rejection, red squares inside the liver
boundary are false negative (FN) in the case of uncorrected rejection.

A. Quantitative Evaluation

We have used precision and recall rates for drawing re-
ceiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve [50] to quantita-
tively analyze the performance of our method. Our evaluation
setup draw ROC curve between the true positive rate (TPR)
and the false positive rate (FPR) with different criteria for
threshold. The true-positive rate is termed as sensitivity or
recall [51] while the false-positive rate is known as the fall-
out or precision. The formulation we used to calculate TPR
and FPR is as follows: TPR = Recall = TP/TP + FN and
FPR = Precision = FP/FP + TN . For our setup, preci-
sion is the percentage of correctly reconstructed liver area while
recall measures the percentage of uncommon area among re-
constructed and ground truth liver images.

Effect of various degrees of motion on reconstruction:
Fig. 8(a) shows the ROC curve for analyzing various degrees
of motion effect on the reconstructed resultant liver images. For
this scenario the threshold Tm is set with respect to three degrees
of motions m = {0, 2.5, 5}. In these cases, the same experiment
is conducted to reconstruct liver image by finding correspond-
ing points between deformed template and pre-operative liver
images. By varying the degree of motion of the laparoscopic
camera the number of detected corresponding points affects and
as a result reconstructed liver image is affected. On each ROC
curve one may see the performance of the following degrees of
motion:

� m3 = 0, when the laparoscope is inserted for initialization
of MIS process.

� m2 = 2.5, when the laparoscope is in preparation phase
having slight motion.

� m1 = 5, when the laparoscope is in working phase having
normal motion.

The ROC curves in Fig. 8(a) is showing the fair comparison
between various degrees of laparoscopic camera motion. Each
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Fig. 8. Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve for estimating
various affects of motion and noise on reconstruction results. (a) ROC
for various degrees of motion m1, m2 and m3 showing precision plot-
ted against recall with area under the curve (AUC) maximum for m3
at 0.7944. (b) ROC for different levels of noise n1, n2, n3 and n4 for
estimating affects of noise on our proposed model.

point in ROC curve is obtained as the average TPR and FPR us-
ing a particular value of threshold Tm [50]. It is depicted from the
figure that at m3 when there is almost no motion the liver surface
do not undergo to deformation. For this scenario the comparison
between template and pre-operative liver image found no match-
ing points (corresponding points). While in case of m2 , when
there is slight motion our method finds enough matching points
to compare deformed template and pre-operative liver images.
The ROC curve shows best performance when laparoscope is
in working phase at m1 . The liver surface is fully deformed
and our method found maximum matching points to calculate
deformation across template and pre-operative images. To inter-
pret the ROC curve, we have used area under the curve (AUC)
to show best criteria. AUC = 0.5 means the experiment is not
informative, while AUC = 1 means the experiment is perfect
while its value from 0.7 to 0.9 means moderately accurate. Ta-
ble II shows the values of AUC for m3 , m2 and m1 are 0.71,
0.73 and 0.79 respectively. Hence, we have achieved best AUC
for m3 i.e. 0.79 showing m1 is the best criteria for achieving
accurate reconstruction results.

Effect of various degrees of noise on reconstruction: Fig. 8(b)
shows the ROC plotted for interpreting the affects of various
noise levels on reconstruction result. Threshold Tn for four
criteria n = {0, 10, 20, 30} are selected. Noise in our proposed
method, the presence of laparoscopic camera at surgical view
which may pose difficulty to capture good quality FOV’s during

TABLE II
EFFECT OF VARIOUS DEGREES OF MOTION AND NOISE LEVELS ON

RECONSTRUCTION. THREE CRITERIA m1 , m2 AND m3 FOR SHOWING
VARIABILITY OF MOTION INTENSITY AND FOUR CRITERIA n1 , n2 , n3 AND n4
FOR ESTIMATING NOISE AFFECTS WITH AVERAGED VALUES OF PRECISION,

RECALL AND AUC ARE USED FOR STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Laparoscopy. In Fig. 8(b) the noise criteria are defined as n1 = 0
(no noise), n2 = 10 (low level light and small amount of blood
due to little incision), n3 = 20 (in presence of full exposure
of light), n4 = 30 (presence of blood and full exposure light).
The AUC for the plot in Fig. 8(b) is showing that our method
performs best when noise is low at n2 . Table II presents the
AUC of all the four criteria. The presence of excessive noise is
an implication of the proposed technique, in the future, we will
enhance this work to calculate deformation accurately even in
the presence of various noises.

B. Qualitative Evaluation

To authenticate our method qualitatively, we have experi-
mented on intra-operative FOVs of human liver. Our approach
generated a 3D template of the liver during exploration phase
of laparoscopy. Then, a set of complex and unpredictable de-
formations Dp occurred due to pneumoperitoneum and other
surgical manipulations when the surgeon starts to examine the
liver. See Fig. 7 for our results on liver surface reconstruction
with deformation. First layer is showing intra-operative FOVs
taken during liver surgery. Second layer is showing sparse points
marked on liver area. Third layer is depicting dense points on
liver area while fourth layer is indicating boundary formation
using detected keypoints mesh. Last layer is showing compar-
ison between pre-operative and reconstructed liver to incorpo-
rate deformation in the resultant reconstructed liver. We have
determined the liver deformation using the corresponding point
match difference (CPMD) in every vertex of 3D template mesh
and pre-operative image. It is obvious from Fig. 9 that the dis-
placement level differed significantly across each region of the
liver. Fig. 9(b) and (c) depict that the anterior and posterior view
displacements are relatively larger than the superior and inferior
views of the liver.

We measured the error between reconstructed and the GT
mesh by computing the distance between the two meshes cor-
responding vertices. Fig. 9(c) shows feature points and a de-
formed new mesh. As expected, in the case of dense feature
correspondences, our proposed technique outperforms state-of-
the-art. When the number of correspondences is increased as
shown in Fig. 9(a) and (b), in the deformed regions, proposed
method tends to be as accurate as the real-time results. Fig. 7
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Fig. 9. Qualitative results of our proposed approach with respect to variable view-points of liver. Upper: superior, lower: inferior, front: anterior,
back: posterior, right and left. (a) 3D template mesh with red boundary line and outside liver unmatched keypoints are colored blue. (b) The inner
liver is a 3D model extracted from pre-operative CT data using Slicer; outer blue liver is the 3D template for finding correspondence points (edges
of dark black lines). (c) Deformed image comparable to pre-operative extracted liver model, the upper blue boundary and inner light red patch is
showing the estimated deformation.

Fig. 10. Manual validation of reconstruction results for the proposed
model. we have extracted liver model from pre-operative CTA volumes
using Slicer. Ground truth (GT) is in the form of manually labeled liver
images. The medical expert from cooperative hospital validates the pre-
operative, GT and resultant reconstructed liver images and give his opin-
ion on validation results before use in intra-operative environment.

qualitatively shows our fine improvement on the recovery of
deformed 3D liver reconstruction.

C. Comparison With State-of-the-Art

We have compared precision and accuracy of our method us-
ing four metrics named Positive Predictive Value (PPV), Neg-
ative predictive value (NPV), false omission rate (FOR) and
Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) with five state-of-the-art ap-
proaches such as DSFM used by Pilet et al. [48] and Pizarro
and Bartoli [41], DSFMS implemented by Malti et al. [37] and
Laura et al. [38], and SFS by Turan et al. [52]. RMSE mea-
sures accuracy by calculating the differences between resultant
reconstructed image and the values observed in corresponding
manually labeled ground truth liver image as shown in Fig. 10.
In our case the differences are in terms of four errors i.e. edge
length (Ed), reprojection (Rp), shape (Sh) and rotational (Ro)
using SDM model. Table III summarizes the errors values mea-
sured for our setup. We have taken the summed norm of all the
above-mentioned errors to calculate value of RMSE shown in
Table III. RMSE is chosen as error metrics because it serves to
give cumulative magnitudes of the errors into a single measure.

Fig. 11. Comparison of the proposed model with five state-of-the-art
techniques in terms of PPV and RMSE. It is obvious from the bar metrics
that our method achieves high performance in terms of increased PPV
and lowest RMSE error as compared to other five methods.

Figs. 11 and 12 depict that our method shows minimal errors as
compare to other techniques. Although DSFMS’s performance
is outstanding, yet our technique has achieved remarkable re-
sults in terms of shape and rotational errors. The precision of
this research has been estimated using the positive predictive
value (PPV) [38], formulated as PPV = TP/TP + FP , neg-
ative predictive value (NPV) formulated as TN/TN + FN and
false omission rate (FOR) formulated as (1 − NPV ). As it is
shown in Fig. 7, the true positives (TP) represent the intersec-
tion between deformed liver template and pre-operative liver.
The false positives (FP) on the contrary are those areas in Fig. 7
which are not common in pre-operative liver and deformed tem-
plate. The results of RMSE, NPV, FOR and PPV measured for 50
CTA volumes are shown in Table III. It is obvious from Table III
that we have achieved highest precision in terms of maximum
PPV value of 0.92 and NPV value of 0.90 and improved accu-
racy with lowest RMSE values than the state-of-the-art. It takes
almost 20–30 seconds to perform a single 3D reconstruction
for liver on Tesla V100 GPU which proves to be a prospective
clinical importance of the proposed method.
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TABLE III
COMPARISON OF OUR MODEL TO EVALUATE PRECISION AND ACCURACY WITH STATE-OF-THE-ART. WE HAVE USED POSITIVE PREDICTIVE VALUE (PPV),
NEGATIVE PREDICTIVE VALUE (NPV) AND FALSE OMISSION RATE (FOR) FOR ESTIMATING PRECISION AND ROOT MEAN SQUARE ERROR (RMSE) FOR

EDGE-LENGTH (Ede ), ROTATIONAL (Roe ), SHAPE (She ) AND REPROJECTION (Rpe ) ARE CALCULATED FOR MEASURING ACCURACY

Fig. 12. Comparison of the proposed technique with three state-of-
the-art methods in terms of edge-length (Ede ), rotational (Roe ), shape
(She ) and reprojection (Rpe ) errors. The values in the graph shows that
our method outperforms all the three previous techniques by lowering
the errors to achieve improved accuracy for reconstruction.

IV. CONCLUSION

3D reconstruction during MIS poses several specific chal-
lenges such as liver tissue deformation and retraction of other
internal organs due to surgical interventions. These limitations
make feature detection and matching techniques insufficient so-
lution to determine the intra-operative morphology and motion
of liver tissues. In this article, we report a comprehensive ap-
proach for solving liver deformation issue. Our method uses the
SFM with shading cues to finely tune the 3D reconstruction.
Essential mathematical formulation for estimating deformation
specified to each step of proposed technique has been discussed.
The accuracy of the proposed technique is verified quantita-
tively using SDM and qualitatively on real in-vivo liver images.
The advantage of using our technique compared to other active
techniques is that it does not require modification of standard
laparoscopes hardware. Our approach is an answer to the need
for better visualization and reliable shape recovery during la-
paroscopic surgery. The obtained reconstruction error is low
enough to encourage further research. An interesting avenue for
future research is applying a template-free approach to retrieve
3D reconstruction in real time during laparoscopy.
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